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Limit curve theorems in Lorentzian geometry
E. Minguzzi ∗
Abstract
The subject of limit curve theorems in Lorentzian geometry is re-
viewed. A general limit curve theorem is formulated which includes the
case of converging curves with endpoints and the case in which the limit
points assigned since the beginning are one, two or at most denumerable.
Some applications are considered. It is proved that in chronological space-
times, strong causality is either everywhere verified or everywhere violated
on maximizing lightlike segments with open domain. As a consequence, if
in a chronological spacetime two distinct lightlike lines intersect each other
then strong causality holds at their points. Finally, it is proved that two
distinct components of the chronology violating set have disjoint closures
or there is a lightlike line passing through each point of the intersection
of the corresponding boundaries.
1 Introduction
The limit curve theorems are surely one of the most fundamental tools of
Lorentzian geometry. Their importance is certainly superior to that of analo-
gous results in Riemannian geometry because in Lorentzian manifolds the curves
may have a causal character, and hence it is particularly important to establish
whether two points can be connected by a causal, a timelike or a lightlike curve.
The limit curve methods are so powerful and their range of applicability is
so wide that often the application of a limit curve argument comes as the very
first step in order to reach a desired result. In some sense the application of
a limit curve theorem may be called a “brute force method”, a method which
sometimes can be replaced by more elegant arguments but whose effectiveness
can hardly be denied.
The proofs of this kind of results is often lengthy, and for this reason it is
important to have them stated in a sufficiently general and informative way.
Otherwise, the risk for the researcher is that of being forced to rebuild a slightly
more general statement, all over again, any time a modification or an improve-
ment is needed. Unfortunately, in my opinion, the limit curve theorems have
not been stated with sufficient generality and as a researcher I have indeed expe-
rienced the above problem. The basic results so far available on limit curves are
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scattered across different books and research articles, with versions that rely on
different conventions. Moreover, and most importantly, the statements of those
results do not take full advantage of the powerful methods used in the proofs
so that there is in fact enough room for interesting improvements.
The aim of this work is to comment and make some order on the results that
have appeared in the literature, and to produce a version which should be able
to capture most of the information that a limit curve theorem should give. In
this way my hope is to make a service to those researchers who use limit curve
theorems in Lorentzian geometry, and who want to rely on a general result with
a detailed proof.
The changes experienced by the limit curve theorems in the last decades
are worth knowing. I give a brief account which may help to understand in
which sense the version given in this work is stronger or includes the previous
formulations. I will translate the different versions in the notations of this work.
Some technicalities will clarify in what follows. Note that the curves considered
are always future-directed so that this adjective is omitted throughout the work.
A first version of limit curve theorem is theorem 6.2.1 of Hawking and Ellis
[8]
Let γn be an infinite sequence of continuous causal curves which are
(past, future) inextendible. If x is a limit point of γn, then through
x there is continuous causal curve which is (resp. past, future) in-
extendible and which is a limit curve of the γn.
This formulation has some weak points that I am going to comment.
(i) It uses a weak version of “limit curve” definition.
(ii) The convergence obtained does not allow to apply results on the upper
semi-continuity of the length functional unless strong causality is added.
(iii) It does not include the case of curves with both endpoints, nor it includes
the case in which the limit event (x above) is not unique.
The first weak point comes from the particular definition of limit curve
used in [8, Sect. 6.2]. They define σ to be a limit curve of σn if there is a
(distinguishing) subsequence σm such that for any x ∈ σ, every neighborhood
of x intersects an infinite number of σm (x is distinguished by σm).
In Beem et al. [3, Def. 3.28] a different definition is given where an infinite
number is replaced by all but a finite number. There are simple examples of limit
curves according to the definition of [8] which are not limit curves according to
[3]. Thus the limit curve theorem by Beem et al. is stronger than that by
Hawking and Ellis. Also, the theorem [3, Prop. 3.34] on the almost equivalence
between the limit curve convergence and the C0 convergence in strongly causal
spacetimes does not hold with the definition of limit curve given in [8].
Although the version given in Beem et al. [3, Prop. 3.31] solved the problem
(i), the formulation was pretty much similar to that by Hawking and Ellis. In
particular in applications one often has to deal with limit curves situations in
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which one would like to apply the upper semi-continuity for the length func-
tional. It was known, see Penrose’s book [15], that though the limit curve
convergence was not enough in order to guarantee the upper semi-continuity of
the length functional, at least under strong causality the C0 convergence was
indeed sufficient. Moreover, it was known that in strongly causal spacetimes
the C0 convergence is actually almost equivalent to the limit curve convergence
in a sense clarified by Beem et al. in [3, Prop. 3.34]. In order to use the upper
semi-continuity of the length functional in a limit curve theorem application one
had then to assume the strong causality of the spacetime, pass through the C0
convergence of the sequence, and apply the upper semi-continuity of length with
respect to C0 convergence as proved by Penrose [15] (Beem et al. [3, Remark
3.35] refer to it and to Busemann [4]). It was certainly a quite involved chain
of implications, and the assumption of strong causality was a serious drawback.
Nevertheless, the proof given by Beem et al. [3, Prop. 3.31] contained an
important improvement. By using the Arzela’s theorem, in a way analogous to
what was done by Tonelli in the direct method of the calculus of variations [5],
they were able to show that the limiting sequence parametrized with respect
to the arc length of an auxiliary complete Riemannian metric, converges uni-
formly on compact subsets to a suitable parametrized limit curve. Galloway [7]
noted that the uniform convergence on compact subsets was enough in order to
guarantee the upper semi-continuity of the length functional, at least for curves
restricted to a compact domain. This observation was of fundamental impor-
tance because from that moment on one could apply the limit curve theorem
and the upper semi-continuity of the length functional with no need to assume
additional causality requirements. In particular, the existence arguments for
lines or rays, being based on limit maximizing sequences, strongly benefited
from this observation.
From Beem et al. proof of the limit curve theorem, to Galloway’s observa-
tion, the technique of introducing an auxiliary complete Riemannian metric h
so as to parametrize the curves with respect to h-length became quite standard.
The case in which the sequence is made of curves with endpoints, converging or
diverging, was somewhat left aside and, though there were some important re-
sults in this direction (see [3, Theorem 8.13], [6, Lemma 1]), they did not appear
as a single body of research together with the results on inextendible curves.
The aim of this work is to formulate the limit curve theorem in a way sufficiently
general to serve as a solid reference for future applications. In particular it will
include the case of converging curves with endpoints.
We refer the reader to [12] for most of the conventions used in this work.
In particular, we denote with (M, g) a Cr spacetime (connected, time-oriented
Lorentzian manifold), r ∈ {2, . . . ,∞} of arbitrary dimension n ≥ 2 and signa-
ture (−,+, . . . ,+). Subsequences of a sequence of curves σn are denoted with
the same letter but changing the index. Thus we can say that σk is a subse-
quence of σn.
In some places in order to save space and include in one single statement
many different cases, the generic closed interval of the real line is denoted [a, b],
where a can take the value −∞ and b can take the value +∞ (thus [0,+∞]
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stands for [0,+∞)). At the beginning of every lemma, theorem or definition it
is clearly pointed out if this convention applies. Otherwise, [a, b] denotes the
usual compact interval, while the letter I denotes the generic closed interval of
the real line.
2 Some preliminary results
Recall that a continuous curve γ : I → M , is causal if for every convex set U
and t1, t2 ∈ I, t1 < t2, with γ([t1, t2]) ⊂ U , it is γ(t1) <U γ(t2) (see [8, 12]). A
continuous causal curve can be shown to satisfy a local Lipschitz condition [3,
Eq. 3.14], and hence to be almost everywhere differentiable. The same Lipschitz
condition implies, in a suitable coordinate chart, the boundness of velocity at
those points where it is defined. Note that the causality condition implies that
there can’t be t1, t2 ∈ I, t1 < t2, such that γ([t1, t2]) = p ∈ M , as it could be
for a generic continuous curve.
The Lorentzian length l(γ) of a continuous causal curve is defined as the
greatest lower bound of the lengths of the interpolating causal geodesics [15]. Be-
cause of the almost everywhere differentiability, and of the local Lipschitz condi-
tion, this length can be calculated with the usual integral l(γ) =
∫
I
√−g(x˙, x˙) dt.
Introduced on M a Riemannian metric h, the Riemannian length l0(γ) of
a continuous causal curve γ : I → M is defined, as usual, as the lower upper
bound of the h-lengths of the interpolating h-geodesics. Due to the almost
everywhere differentiability, and to the local Lipschitz condition, this length
can be calculated with the usual integral l(γ) =
∫
I
√
h(x˙, x˙) dt. Since for a
continuous causal curve there is no interval [t1, t2] such that γ([t1, t2]) = p ∈M ,
the map s(t) = l0(γ|[t0,t]), t0, t ∈ I, is increasing and hence invertible. Thus any
continuous causal curve can be reparametrized with respect to the Riemannian
length with an invertible transformation.
The Lorentzian distance d : M ×M → [0,+∞] is defined so that d(x, z),
x, z ∈M , is the supremum over the Lorentzian lengths of the piecewise C1 causal
curves connecting x to z (piecewise C1 can be replaced with “continuous”).
Curiously, it is quite easy to prove that the Lorentzian distance is lower semi-
continuous [3, Lemma 4.4], while the proof of the upper semi-continuity of the
length functional is more involved. I give a version which is particularly suitable
for our purposes. It improves the version of [15, theorem 7.5] in that the curves
of the sequence as well as the limit curve may have or may not have endpoints
(which if present do not need to be fixed) and strong causality is not assumed
(thus embodying Galloway’s observation). The C0 convergence is replaced with
the convergence in the uniform topology, a small price to be paid in order to
get rid of the strong causality assumption.
Recall that if h is a Riemannian metric on M and d0 is the associated
Riemannian distance then γn : I → M converges uniformly to γ : I → M if
for every ǫ > 0 there is N > 0, such that for n > N , and for every t ∈ I,
d0(γ(t), γn(t)) < ǫ. For the next application this definition is too restrictive and
must be generalized to the case in which the domains of γn differ.
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Definition 2.1. (In this definition an, bn, a, b, may take an infinite value.)
Let h be a Riemannian metric on M and let d0 be the associated Riemannian
distance. The sequence of curves γn : [an, bn] → M converges h-uniformly to
γ : [a, b]→M if an → a, bn → b, and for every ǫ > 0 there is N > 0, such that
for n > N , and for every t ∈ [a, b] ∩ [an, bn], d0(γ(t), γn(t)) < ǫ.
The sequence of curves γn : [an, bn]→M converges h-uniformly on compact
subsets to γ : [a, b] → M if for every compact interval [a′, b′] ⊂ [a, b], there is a
choice of sequences a′n, b
′
n ∈ [an, bn], a′n < b′n, such that a′n → a′, b′n → b′, and
for any such choice γn|[a′
n
,b′
n
] converges h-uniformly to γ|[a′,b′].
Remark 2.2. Clearly, if γn : [an, bn] → M converges h-uniformly to γ : [a, b] →
M then γn converges h-uniformly on compact subsets to γ. Conversely, if γn :
[an, bn]→M converges h-uniformly on compact subsets to γ : [a, b]→M , [a, b]
is compact and an → a, bn → b, then γn converges h-uniformly to γ.
Remark 2.3. Actually, the h-uniform convergence on compact subsets is inde-
pendent of the Riemannian metric h chosen. The reason is that if the domain
of γ : [a, b] → M is compact then the same is true for its image and it is pos-
sible to find a open set of compact closure A, containing γ([a, b]). Then on A¯,
given a different Riemannian metric h′, there are constants m and M such that
mh′ < h < Mh′.
Theorem 2.4. Let γ : [a, b]→M , be a continuous causal curve in the spacetime
(M, g) and let h be a Riemannian metric on M .
(a) If the sequence of continuous causal curves γn : [a, b] → M converges
h-uniformly to γ, then lim sup l(γn) ≤ l(γ).
(b) If the sequence of continuous causal curves γn : [an, bn]→M converges h-
uniformly to γ and the curves γn are parametrized with respect to h-length,
then lim sup l(γn) ≤ l(γ). Moreover, γn converges to γ in the C0 topology
and for every sequence tn ∈ [an, bn], tn → t ∈ [a, b], it is γn(tn)→ γ(t).
Proof. Proof of (a). Given ε > 0 a partition of [a, b] can be found into intervals
[t1, ti+1], 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, ti ∈ [a, b], t1 = a, tm = b, ti < ti+1, such that
the interpolating geodesic η passing through the events xi = γ(ti) has a length
l(η) ≤ l(γ) + ε/2, and there are convex sets Ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, covering γ such
that γ|[ti,ti+1] ⊂ Ui (recall the length definition). In particular xi ∈ Ui−1 ∩ Ui.
For every i let events yi, zi ∈ Ui−1∩Ui be chosen such that yi ≪Ui xi ≪Ui−1
zi. Thanks to the smoothness of the exponential map [14, Lemma 5.9] the
Lorentzian distance di : Ui × Ui → [0,+∞] is finite and continuous for each
i. Thus the events yi, zi+1 ∈ Ui can be chosen close enough to xi and xi+1 so
that di(yi, zi+1) < di(xi, xi+1) + ε/(2m). Since the image of γ is compact and
the convergence is uniform, it is possible to find N > 0, such that for n > N ,
γn ⊂ A =
⋃m−1
i=1 Ui and γn(ti) ∈ I+Ui(yi) ∩ I−Ui−1(zi) for 2 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, γn(t1) ∈
I+U1(y1), γn(tm) ∈ I−Ui−1(zm). The curves γn split into curves γin = γn|[ti,ti+1]
contained in Ui. Now, note that the curve γ
i
n can be considered as the segment
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of a longer causal curve that connects yi to zi+1 entirely contained in Ui, thus
l(γin) ≤ di(yi, zi+1). Finally,
l(γn) ≤
m−1∑
i=1
d(yi, zi+1) ≤
m−1∑
i=1
di(xi, xi+1) +
ε
2
= l(η) +
ε
2
≤ l(γ) + ε.
Proof of (b). Given a compact C, there is a constant M > 0 such that
−g < M2h. Indeed, since (M, g), by definition of spacetime, is time orientable
there is a global normalized timelike vector field v, g(v, v) = −1. Let η = g(·, v)
be the associated 1-form and define g⊥ of signature (0,+, . . . ,+) so that, g =
−η ⊗ η + g⊥. The metric h′ = η ⊗ η + g⊥ is Riemannian and given a vector
w, −g(w,w) = η(w)2 − g⊥(w,w) ≤ η(w)2 + g⊥(w,w) = h′(w,w). Since C is
compact there is M > 0 such that h′ < M2h.
Let A be an open set of compact closure, A¯ = C, containing γ, and let ∆ > 0
the Riemannian distance between γ and A˙. For every a′, b′ ∈ (a, b), a′ < b′,
|b−b′| < ∆/2, |a−a′| < ∆/2, it is, for sufficiently large n, [a′, b′] ⊂ [an, bn], thus
if the curves are restricted to the interval [a′, b′] (a) holds, lim sup l(γn|[a′,b′]) ≤
l(γ|[a′,b′]). Because of uniform convergence for sufficiently large n, it holds
d0(γ, γn([a
′, b′])) < ∆/2, and since γn are parametrized with respect to h-length
d0(γn(a
′), γn(a)) ≤ |a− a′| and analogously for the future endpoint. Using the
triangle inequality it follows that γn is entirely contained in A which proves the
C0 convergence. Also l(γn|[a,a′]) ≤M l0(γn|[a,a′]) =M |a′−a|, and l(γn|[b′,b]) ≤
M |b − b′|, so that l(γn) ≤ l(γn|[a′,b′]) + M |a′ − a| + M |b − b′|, and finally
lim sup l(γn) ≤ lim sup l(γn|[a′,b′])+M |a′−a|+M |b− b′| ≤ l(γ|[a′,b′])+M |a′−
a|+M |b− b′|. Using the arbitrariness of a′ and b′, lim sup l(γn) ≤ l(γ).
Finally, consider the sequence tn ∈ [an, bn], tn → t ∈ [a, b]. Let ǫ > 0,
recall that γ is continuous, and take t′ ∈ (a, b) sufficiently close to t that
d0(γ(t), γ(t
′)) < ǫ/4 and |t′ − t| ≤ ǫ/4. For sufficiently large n, t′ ∈ [an, bn],
and because of convergence we can also assume d0(γ(t
′), γn(t
′)) < ǫ/4. More-
over, if n is sufficiently large |tn − t| < ǫ/4 and finally d0(γ(t), γn(tn)) ≤
d0(γ(t), γ(t
′)) + d0(γ(t
′), γn(t
′)) + d0(γn(t
′), γn(tn)) ≤ 12ǫ+ |t′ − tn| ≤ ǫ
Lemma 2.5. Let h be a Riemannian metric on the spacetime (M, g). Every
event x ∈M , admits a globally hyperbolic coordinate neighborhood (V, xµ) (x0 =
const. are Cauchy hypersurfaces for V ) and a constant K > 0 such that if
γ : I → M is a continuous causal curve and γ|[t1,t2] ⊂ V then l0(γ|[t1,t2]) ≤
K|x0(γ(t2))− x0(γ(t1))|.
Proof. Every event x ∈M admits arbitrary small globally hyperbolic neighbor-
hoods [12], in particular inside a neighborhood U ∋ x, of compact closure. The
neighborhood admits coordinates {xµ} so that g+ = −(dx0)2 + ∑i(dxi)2, is
such that g+ > g (for details see [12, Lemma 2.13]). Since g+ > g, γ is causal
with respect to g+.
On the compact V¯ consider the Riemannian metric h˜ = (dx0)2 +
∑
i(dx
i)2,
then there is a constant M > 0 such that h < M2h˜ on V¯ . Let t2 > t1 such that
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γ([t1, t2]) ⊂ V . The h˜-length of γ|[t1,t2] is the supremum of the lengths of the in-
terpolating piecewise C1 h˜-geodesics, which for sufficiently fine interpolation are
necessarily g+-causal. Using the condition of g+-causality, calling σ one of the
interpolating geodesics of γ|[t1,t2], it is easily seen that l˜0(σ) ≤
√
2 |x0(σ(t2))−
x0(σ(t1))|, and taking the supremum over the interpolating geodesics, since
the endpoints remain the same, l˜0(γ|[t1,t2]) ≤
√
2 |x0(γ(t2)) − x0(γ(t1))|, thus
K =
√
2M .
The next lemma had been proved, in one direction, in [3, Lemma 3.65] and
in the other direction at the end of the proof of [3, Prop. 3.31]. This last step
is given here a different, shorter proof.
Lemma 2.6. Let (M, g) be a spacetime and let h be a complete Riemannian
metric on M . A continuous causal curve γ once parametrized with respect to h-
length has a domain unbounded from above iff future inextendible and unbounded
from below iff past inextendible.
Proof. Let (a, b) be the interior of a domain obtained by parametrizing the curve
with respect to h-length, with possibly b = +∞ and a = −∞. Assume γ future
inextendible and let p = γ(t), t ∈ (a, b), and consider the balls Bn(p) = {q :
d0(p, q) ≤ n}. They are compact because of the Hopf-Rinow theorem. If γ|[t,b)
is not entirely contained in Bn(p) for a certain n, then b − t = l0(γ|[t,b)) ≥ n
for all n, thus b = +∞. Otherwise, γ|[t,b) is contained in a compact and there
is a sequence tk ∈ (a, b), tk → b, such that γ(tk) → q. But since q can’t be
a limit point there are t¯k ∈ (a, b), t¯k → b, such that γ(t¯k) /∈ B1/n(q) for a
certain n. For sufficiently large k, γ(tk) ∈ B1/(2n)(q), and hence γ|[t,b) enters
B1/(2n)(q) and escapes B1/n(q) infinitely often, and thus has infinite length,
b− t = l0(γ|[t,b)) = +∞ ⇒ b = +∞.
Assume b = +∞ then if γ has a future endpoint x there is a globally hy-
perbolic coordinate neighborhood V , as given in lemma 2.5, and a constant
t ∈ (a,+∞) such that γ|[t,+∞) ⊂ V . But there is also a constant K > 0
such that for n > t, 1 = l0(γ|[n,n+1]) ≤ K|x0(γ(n + 1)) − x0(γ(n))|, thus it is
impossible that x0(γ(n))→ x0(x), and hence that γ(n)→ x.
The proof of the next lemma is in part contained in [3, Prop. 3.31], however
the original proof contained a gap that is fixed here.
Lemma 2.7. Let (M, g) be a spacetime and let h be a Riemannian metric on
M . If the continuous causal curves γn : In → M parametrized with respect to
h-length converge h-uniformly on compact subsets to γ : I → M then γ is a
continuous causal curve.
Proof. Let γ([t1, t2]) ⊂ U , [t1, t2] ⊂ I, with U (g-)convex neighborhood. Let
∆ > 0 be the Riemannian distance between the compact γ([t1, t2]) and the
closed set UC . By uniform convergence on compact subsets there are sequences
t1n, t2n ∈ In, such that t1n → t1, t2n → t2, and γn|[t1n,t2n] converges h-uniformly
to γ|[t1,t2], in particular for large n, γn|[t1n,t2n] has an image included in U . Thus,
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γn(t1n) ≤U γn(t2n), and because of theorem 2.4, case (b), γn(t1n) → γ(t1),
γn(t2n) → γ(t2). Now, recall that J+U is closed in a convex neighborhood, and
hence γ(t1) ≤U γ(t2). It remains to prove that γ(t1) 6= γ(t2) so that γ(t1) <U
γ(t2) (the proof of [3, Prop. 3.31] lacks this part). Indeed, if γ(t1) = γ(t2)
then γ(t) = γ(t1), for every t ∈ [t1, t2], otherwise there would be t¯ ∈ [t1, t2],
γ(t1) <U γ(t¯) <U γ(t1) which would violate the causality of (U, g|U) (recall
that every convex neighborhood is causal). Finally,
t2 − t1 = lim sup(t2n − t1n) = lim sup l0(γn|[t1n,t2n])
≤ K lim sup |x0(γn(t2n))− x0(γn(t1n))| = K|x0(γ(t2))− x0(γ(t1))|
thus if t2 6= t1 necessarily γ(t2) 6= γ(t1).
With slight modifications the next local result is contained in Lemma 1 of
[2] (see also [1, Lemma 3.1]). J+S denotes the Seifert causal relation [16, 10].
Lemma 2.8. Let (M, g) be a spacetime, and p ∈M . Let gn ≥ g be a sequence
of metrics such that gn+1 ≤ gn, and assume that the metrics gn, regarded as
sections of the bundle T ∗M ⊗ T ∗M → M , converge pointwisely to the metric
g. There is a g-convex neighborhood V ∋ p, contained, for all n in gn-convex
neighborhoods Vn, such that if (xn, zn) ∈ J+(V,gn), and (xn, zn) → (x, z), then
(x, z) ∈ J+(V,g). In particular J+S(V,g) = J+(V,g).
Corollary 2.9. Let (M, g) be a spacetime and let h be a Riemannian metric on
M . Let gn ≥ g be a sequence of metrics such that gn+1 ≤ gn, and assume that
the metrics gn, regarded as sections of the bundle T
∗M ⊗ T ∗M →M , converge
pointwisely to the metric g. A curve which is a continuous gn-causal curve for
every n is actually a continuous g-causal curve.
In particular, let γn : In →M be a continuous gn-causal curve parametrized
with respect to h-length, and assume that the sequence γn converges h-uniformly
on compact subsets to γ : I →M , then γ is a continuous g-causal curve.
Proof. We have to prove that for every (g-)convex set U , and interval [t1, t2] ⊂ I,
such that γ([t1, t2]) ⊂ U , it is γ(t1) <(U,g) γ(t2). To this end it is sufficient
to prove the statement with U replaced with the set V whose properties are
given by lemma 2.8. Indeed, γ([t1, t2]) being compact can be covered with a
finite number of such neighborhoods contained in U . Thus assume that U has
the properties of lemma 2.8, in particular it is g-convex and contained in gn-
convex sets Un. Then (γ(t1), γ(t2)) ∈ J+(U,gn) and γ(t1) 6= γ(t2), because γ is
continuous gn-causal. Using the property of U it follows (γ(t1), γ(t2)) ∈ J+(U,g),
and γ(t1) 6= γ(t2), hence γ is continuous g-causal.
For every k > 0, the sequence γn for n > k converges h-uniformly on compact
subsets to γ : I →M . Since all the causal curves are gk-causal, the limit curve γ
is continuous gk-causal by lemma 2.7, where k is arbitrary, hence it is continuous
g-causal by the previous observation.
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Remark 2.10. The previous result is particularly important in connection with
stable causality. It proves that in many cases the limit curve is actually g-causal
though the limiting sequence is made of gn-causal curves with gn ≥ g. Its main
idea was successfully applied by Beem in [2, Theorem 2]. It is important to
keep it in mind because, while the next limit curve theorems will be stated
using sequences of curves which are causal with respect to the same metric g,
the theorems can be easily generalized to the case contemplated by the previous
lemma.
Definition 2.11. A continuous causal curve γ : I → M , is maximizing if, for
every t1, t2 ⊂ I, t1 < t2, d(γ(t1), γ(t2)) = l(γ|[t1,t2]).
A sequence of continuous causal curves γn : In →M , is limit maximizing if
defined
ǫn = sup
t1,t2∈In,t1<t2
[d(γn(t1), γn(t2))− l(γn|[t1,t2])] ≥ 0,
it is limn→+∞ ǫn = 0.
In particular a maximizing causal curve is a geodesic without conjugated
points, but for, possibly, the endpoints. If it is inextendible it is called a line,
if it is future inextendible but has past endpoint it is called a future ray (and
analogously in the past case).
The Lorentzian distance is not a conformal invariant function, as a conse-
quence the property of being a line or a ray for a causal curve is not a conformal
invariant property. An exception are the lightlike lines or rays, indeed they can
be given the following equivalent conformal invariant definition.
Definition 2.12. A lightlike line is a achronal inextendible continuous causal
curve. A future lightlike ray is a achronal future inextendible continuous causal
curve with a past endpoint (and analogously in the past case).
The next theorem extends a result by Eschenburg and Galloway [6] to the
case of curves without both endpoints, their result being already an improve-
ment with respect to [3, Prop. 8.2] which used strong causality.
Theorem 2.13. Let (M, g) be a spacetime and let h be a Riemannian metric on
M . If the sequence of continuous causal curves γn : In →M is limit maximizing,
the curves are parametrized with respect to h-length and the sequence converges
h-uniformly on compact subsets to the curve γ : I →M , then γ is a maximizing
continuous causal curve. Moreover, given [a, b] ⊂ I there are [an, bn] ⊂ In, such
that an → a, bn → b and for any such choice
lim l(γn|[an,bn]) = lim d(γn(an), γn(bn)) = l(γ|[a,b]) = d(γ(a), γ(b)). (1)
Proof. The curve γ is a continuous causal curve because of lemma 2.7. Let
[a, b] ⊂ I, then there are [an, bn] ⊂ In, such that an → a, bn → b, and γn|[an,bn]
converges h-uniformly to γ[a,b]. Since d satisfies the reverse triangle inequality
d(γn(an), γn(bn)) − l(γn|[an,bn]) ≤ ǫn, with ǫn → 0. Using case (b) of theorem
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2.4 and the lower semi-continuity of the distance
d(γ(a), γ(b)) ≤ lim inf d(γn(an), γn(bn)) ≤ lim sup d(γn(an), γn(bn))
≤ lim sup l(γn|[an,bn]) ≤ l(γ|[a,b]) ≤ d(γ(a), γ(b))
hence d(γ(a), γ(b)) = l(γ|[a,b]) which concludes the proof.
Remark 2.14. Given two converging sequences xn → x, zn → z, such that xn <
zn and d(xn, zn) < +∞, it is always possible to construct a limit maximizing
sequence of curves γn : [an, bn]→M , xn = γ(an), zn = γ(bn). This observation
is particularly useful, since the existence of a limit maximizing sequence is the
starting point from which many results on the existence of causal rays or lines
are obtained. Sometimes, the sequence of endpoints may not satisfy d(xn, zn) <
+∞. In this case, provided the spacetime is strongly causal, it is still possible
to construct a sort of limit maximizing sequence. The reader is referred to [3,
Chap. 8] for details.
The next lemma develops an idea used by Eschenburg and Galloway in [6,
Lemma 1].
Lemma 2.15. Let (M, g) be a spacetime and let h be a complete Riemannian
metric on M .
(i) If the continuous causal curve γ : (a, b)→M parametrized with respect to
h-length, is such that l(γ[t,b)) = +∞, for one (and hence every) t ∈ (a, b)
then b = +∞ (and analogously in the past case).
(ii) If the sequence of continuous causal curves γn : (an, bn)→M parametrized
with respect to h-length, is such that l(γ|[tn,bn)) → +∞, for a sequence
tn ∈ (an, bn), tn → t, such that γn(tn) → q ∈ M , then bn → +∞ (and
analogously in the past case).
Proof. Proof of (i). Let p = γ(t), if γ[t,b) escapes every ball Bn(p) necessarily
b − t = l0(γ|[t,b)) = +∞, thus b = +∞. Otherwise, the image of γ[t,b) is
contained in a compact (Hopf-Rinow theorem) C = Bn(p) for a suitable n.
Given the compact C, there is a constant M > 0 such that −g < M2h (see the
proof of (b) theorem 2.4), then b − t = l0(γ|[t,b)) > M−1l(γ|[t,b)) = +∞ which
implies b = +∞.
Proof of (ii). Assume not then there is a subsequence γk such that bk < N ,
for a suitable N > 0. If for every s > 0 only a finite number of γk|[tk,bk) is
entirely contained in Bs(q) necessarily bk − tk = l0(γk|[tk,bk)) → +∞ which
implies bk → +∞ a contradiction. Thus there is subsequence γi of γk which
is entirely contained in a compact C = Bs(q) for a suitable s > 0. But there
is a constant M > 0 such that −g < M2h on C, then bi − ti = l0(γ|[ti,bi)) >
M−1l(γi|[ti,bi)) → +∞ which implies bi → +∞, while bi < N . The overall
contradiction proves that bn → +∞.
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Theorem 2.16. Let γ : [a, b] → M be a causal curve such that γ(a) = γ(b)
then either (i) γ′(a) ∝ γ′(b) and γ is obtained from the domain restriction of a
closed lightlike line η or (ii) γ is entirely contained in the chronology violating
set. Moreover, if γ does not intersect the closure of the chronology violating set
then (i) holds and η is a complete geodesic.
Proof. If γ is not a achronal then there are points p, q ∈ γ such that p ≪ q.
Take arbitrary r ∈ γ, since γ is closed, r ≤ p and q ≤ r, thus r ≤ p ≪ q ≤ r,
i.e. r ≪ r, that is r belongs to the chronology violating set. Thus γ is achronal
or (ii) holds. Assume (ii) does not hold. The achronality implies that γ is a
lightlike geodesic. Note that if γ′(a) ∝ γ′(b) does not hold then rounding the
corner it is possible to find p, q ∈ γ such that p≪ q. Thus if (ii) does not hold
taking infinite rounds over γ it is possible to obtain an achronal inextendible
causal curve i.e. a lightlike line. The last statement follows from proposition
6.4.4 of [8].
3 The limit curve theorem
In the following limit curve theorem the sequence γn is made of continuous
causal curves parametrized with respect to h-length. The statement that the
curves converge h-uniformly on every compact subset is a very powerful result
that contains a lot of information. It is then natural to formulate the theorem so
as to mention the role of the parametrization. Nevertheless, since the Rieman-
nian length functional is lower semi-continuous but non upper semi-continuous
the parametrization of the limit curve is not necessarily the natural h-length
parametrization.
The theorem is quite lengthy, and at first its meaning may be difficult to
grasp. However, in applications the reader may use the information on the
converging sequence to select a particular case among those there considered.
Case (1) and (2) can be regarded as particular cases of case (3). However, they
are stated separately as they have some peculiarities which are particularly
useful in applications.
Since the theorem deals with a sequence of curves possibly with endpoints,
some additional mild requirements are required in order to guarantee that the
sequence does not shrink to a single event and that the limit curve does indeed
exist.
Theorem 3.1. Let (M, g) be a spacetime, and let h be a complete Riemannian
metric.
(1) [One converging sequence case] (here ak, bk, a, b, may take an infinite
value.) Let y be an accumulation point of a sequence of continuous causal
curves. There is a subsequence parametrized with respect to h-length, γk :
[ak, bk] → M , 0 ∈ [ak, bk], such that γk(0) → y and such that the next
properties hold. There are a ≤ 0 and b ≥ 0, such that ak → a and bk → b.
If there is a neighborhood U of y such that only a finite number of γk is
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entirely contained in U (which happens iff b > 0 or a < 0) then there is a
continuous causal curve γ : [a, b] → M , 0 ∈ [a, b], y = γ(0), such that γk
converges h-uniformly on compact subsets to γ.
In particular if a > −∞, then ak > −∞ and xk = γk(ak) converges to x =
γ(a). Analogously, if b < +∞, then bk < +∞, and zk = γk(bk) converges
to z = γ(b). If ak > −∞, xk = γk(ak)→ +∞ or l(γk|[ak,0]) → +∞ then
a = −∞, and if bk < +∞, zk = γ(bk) → +∞ or l(γk|[0,bk]) → +∞ then
b = +∞.
All the mentioned parametrized curves, the sequence γk and γ, are future
inextendible iff their interval of definition is unbounded from above, and
past inextendible iff their interval of definition is unbounded from below.
Finally, if γk is limit maximizing then γ is maximizing.
(2) [Two converging sequences case] (here b may take an infinite value.) Let
γn be a sequence of continuous causal curves with past endpoint xn and
future endpoint zn such that xn → x, zn → z. There is a subsequence
parametrized with respect to h-length denoted γxk : [0, bk] → M , such that
xk = γ
x
k (0) → x, zk = γxk (bk) → z, a analogous reparametrized sequence
of continuous causal curves γzk(t) = γ
x
k (t + bk), γ
z
k : [−bk, 0] → M , such
that xk = γ
z
k(−bk)→ x, zk = γzk(0)→ z, all such that the next properties
hold. There is b ≥ 0, such that bk → b. If there is a neighborhood U of
x such that only a finite number of γk is entirely contained in U (which
is true iff b > 0 or if x 6= z or if xn = zn) then there is a continuous
causal curve γx : [0, b] → M , x = γx(0), and a continuous causal curve
γz : [−b, 0] → M , z = γz(0), such that γxk converges h-uniformly on
compact subsets to γx, and γzk converges h-uniformly on compact subsets
to γz.
There are two cases,
– 0 < b < +∞, γz(t) = γx(t + b), γx(b) = z, γz(−b) = x, so that
γx and γz connect x to z, they are one the reparameterization of the
other and lim sup l(γxk ) ≤ l(γx),
– b = +∞, γx is future inextendible, γz is past inextendible and given
tx ∈ [0,+∞), tz ∈ (−∞, 0], there is K(tx, tz) > 0 such that for
k > K, γxk (t
x) ≤ γzk(tz), in particular for every choice of x¯ ∈ γx and
z¯ ∈ γz, it is (x¯, z¯) ∈ J¯+. If γx is not a lightlike ray then γz ⊂ J¯+(x),
and if γz is not a lightlike ray then γx ⊂ J¯−(z). If neither γx, nor
γz is a lightlike ray then z ∈ I+(x). If (γx is not a lightlike ray
or ∀n, xn = x) and (γz is not a lightlike ray or ∀n, zn = z) then
lim sup l(γxk ) ≤ d(x, z). If the spacetime is non-totally imprisoning
then the curves γn are not all contained in a compact.
If the curves γk are not all contained in a compact or if l(γn)→ +∞ then
b = +∞.
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If x = z and b = +∞ then γ = γx ◦ γz is an inextendible limit (cluster)
curve of γn, for every x˜, z˜ ∈ γ, it is (x˜, z˜) ∈ J¯+ and strong causality is
violated at every point of γ. Moreover, if γ is not a lightlike line then all
but a finite number of the curves γxk intersect the chronology violating set.
If x = z and 0 < b < +∞ then γx is a closed continuous causal curve
starting and ending at x. The curve γ obtained making infinite rounds over
γx is inextendible and causality is violated at every point of γ. Moreover,
either γ is a lightlike line or it is entirely contained in the chronology
violating set.
Finally whether x = z or not, if γn is limit maximizing then both γ
x
and γz are maximizing and if, moreover, b = +∞ then l(γx) + l(γz) ≤
lim sup l(γn). Thus, in this last case if lim sup l(γn) < +∞ then γx and
γz are lightlike rays or one of them is an incomplete timelike ray.
(3) [general case] (here a, b, an, bn, ak, bk, a
(i), b(i), may take an infinite
value.) Let γn : [an, bn] → M be a sequence of continuous causal curves
parametrized with respect to h-length. Let {y(i)}, {i} = G ⊂ N, be a non-
empty and at most numerable set of limit points for γn (namely, every
neighborhood of y(i) intersect all but a finite number of the curves γn).
If lim sup(bn − an) > 0 then there is a subsequence γk of γn such that
lim(bk − ak) exists, there are sequences t(i)k ∈ [ak, bk], γk(t(i)k ) → y(i),
the limits lim(ak − t(i)k ), lim(bk − t(i)k ) exist, there are continuous causal
curves γ(i) : [a(i), b(i)] → M , a(i) = lim(ak − t(i)k ), b(i) = lim(bk − t(i)k ),
γ(i)(0) = y(i), such that the sequence γ
(i)
k : [ak−t(i)k , bk−t(i)k ]→M , defined
by γ
(i)
k (t) = γk(t+ t
(i)
k ), converges h-uniformly on compact subsets to γ
(i).
The curves γ(i) are past inextendible iff a(i) = −∞ and future inextendible
iff b(i) = +∞.
Given i 6= j, i, j ∈ G, there are only three possibilities. Either t(i)k − t(j)k →
c(ij) = −c(ji) = const., in which case we write (i) ∼ (j), or t(i)k − t(j)k →
±∞. In the first case, γ(i) and γ(j) are one the reparameterization of
the other, γ(i)(t) = γ(j)(t + c(ij)). If t
(i)
k − t(j)k → +∞ then for every
t(i) ∈ [a(i), b(i)] and t(j) ∈ [a(j), b(j)], there is K(t(j), t(i)) such that for
k > K, γ
(j)
k (t
(j)) ≤ γ(i)k (t(i)), in particular for every x(j) ∈ γ(j) and
x(i) ∈ γ(i), (x(j), x(i)) ∈ J¯+, and analogously with the roles of i and j
inverted if t
(i)
k − t(j)k → −∞.
Finally, if γn is limit maximizing then each γ
(i) is maximizing and
∑
G/∼
l(γ(i)) ≤ lim sup l(γn).
Proof. The starting point is a limit curve lemma [7] [3, Lemma 14.2] whose
proof is contained in the proof of [3, Prop. 3.31].
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(Limit curve lemma) Let γn : (−∞,+∞) → M , be a sequence of
inextendible continuous causal curves parametrized with respect to
h-length, and suppose that y ∈ M is an accumulation point of the
sequence γn(0). There is a inextendible continuous causal curve
γ : (−∞,+∞) → M , such that γ(0) = y and a subsequence γk
which converges h-uniformly on compact subsets to γ.
The concept of h-uniform convergence on compact subsets used in [3] is equiv-
alent to that introduced in definition 2.1 if the curves of the sequence and the
limit curve are defined in (−∞,+∞). Thus the limit curve lemma holds also
with the notations and definitions of this work. The idea is to extend each
curve of the sequence into an inextendible continuous causal curve, apply the
limit curve lemma and show that the limit curve, restricted to a suitable domain,
is a limit curve for the unextended sequence.
• Proof of (1). Parametrize the sequence with respect to h-length and pass
to a subsequence to get γn : [an, bn] → M , 0 ∈ [an, bn], γn(0) → y. Pass
to a subsequence γi so that there are a ≤ 0, and b ≥ 0, such that ai → a,
bi → b. If there is a neighborhood U of y such that only a finite number
of γi is contained in U , then since γi(0)→ y their h-lengths are bounded
from below by a positive constant ǫ > 0, thus bi − ai > ǫ and finally
b− a > ǫ, thus b > 0 or a < 0. Conversely, if b− a > 0 then the h-lengths
of γi are bounded from below by a positive constant ǫ. Let V ∋ y be
the globally hyperbolic neighborhood of lemma 2.5, if γi is contained in
V then ǫ ≤ l0(γi|[ai,bi]) ≤ K|x0(γi(bi)) − x0(γi(ai))|. Let U ⊂ V be such
that the range of function x0 on U¯ is less than K−1ǫ/2, then no γi can be
contained in U , and in particular only a finite number of γi is contained
in U .
Extend arbitrarily the curves (for instance, if bi < +∞, use the exponen-
tial map at γi(bi) to join γi with a future inextendible causal geodesic)
so as to obtain a sequence of inextendible continuous causal curves γ˜i :
(−∞,+∞)→M , parametrized with respect to h-length. Apply the limit
curve lemma and infer the existence of a continuous causal limit curve
γ˜ : (−∞,+∞) → M , to which a subsequence γ˜k of γ˜i converges h-
uniformly on compact subsets. Define γ = γ˜|[a,b], then it follows from
the definition of h-uniform convergence that the subsequence γk of γi con-
verges h-uniformly on compact subset to γ.
If a > −∞, since ak → a, then all but a finite number of ak satis-
fies ak > −∞, which becomes all passing to a subsequence if necessary.
The sequence xk = γk(ak) converges to γ(a) as a result of theorem 2.4
case (2). It is clear that if all but a finite number of ak are finite then
a = −∞, however, even if ak > −∞ it is possible to infer that necessar-
ily a = −∞. This happens if xk = γk(ak) → +∞, because then since
γk(0)→ y, d0(xk, y)→ +∞ and hence −ak = l0(γk|[ak,0])→ +∞. Also if
l(γk|[ak,0]) → +∞ then a = −∞, as it follows from lemma 2.15 case (ii).
Analogous arguments hold in the future case.
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Next γ˜ is future inextendible thus γ is future inextendible if b = +∞
otherwise it has future endpoint. The fact that γk are future inextendible
iff bk = +∞ follows from lemma 2.6. Analogous arguments hold in the
past case. The last statement follows from theorem 2.13.
• Proof of (2). Parametrize the sequence with respect to h-length to get γxn :
[0, bn] → M , xn = γxn(0) → x, zn = γxn(bn) → z. Pass to a subsequence
γxi so that there is b ≥ 0, such that bi → b. If there is a neighborhood
U of x such that only a finite number of γxi is contained in U , then since
γxi (0)→ x their h-lengths are bounded from below by a positive constant
ǫ > 0, thus bi > ǫ and finally b > ǫ > 0. Conversely, if b > 0 then the h-
lengths of γxi are bounded from below by a positive constant ǫ. Let V ∋ x
be the globally hyperbolic neighborhood of lemma 2.5, if γxi is contained
in V then ǫ ≤ l0(γxi |[0,bi]) ≤ K|x0(γxi (bi)) − x0(γxi (0))|. Let U ⊂ V be
such that the range of function x0 on U¯ is less than K−1ǫ/2, then no γxi is
contained in U , and in particular only a finite number of γxi is contained
in U . Clearly, if z 6= x then there is U ∋ x, z /∈ U , such that only a
finite number of γxi is contained in U . If xn = zn take U ∋ x convex and
hence causal, then γxi necessarily escape U otherwise they would violate
causality.
Extend arbitrarily the curves so as to obtain a sequence of continuous
causal curves γ˜xi : (−∞,+∞) → M , parametrized with respect to h-
length. By lemma 2.6 they are inextendible. Apply the limit curve
lemma and infer the existence of a continuous causal limit curve γ˜x :
(−∞,+∞)→M , to which a subsequence γ˜xj of γ˜xi converges h-uniformly
on compact subsets. Define γx = γ˜x|[0,b], then it is follows from the defi-
nition of h-uniform convergence that the subsequence γxj of γ
x
i converges
h-uniformly on compact subsets to γx.
Repeat the argument for γzj (t) = γ
x
j (t+ bj), and find the existence of the
continuous causal curve γz : [−b, 0] → M , to which the subsequence γzk
of γzj (t) converges h-uniformly on compact subsets (clearly γ
x
k converges
h-uniformly on compact subset to γx).
If b < +∞, by remark 2.2 γzk converges h-uniformly to γz. Given t ∈ [0, b],
γx(t) = limk→+∞ γ
x
k (t) = limk→+∞ γ
z
k(t− bk), but t− bk → t− b ∈ [−b, 0],
and using point (b) of theorem 2.4, limk→+∞ γ
z
k(t− bk) = γz(t− b), thus
γx(t) = γz(t − b), and γx and γz are one the reparameterization of the
other. In particular lim sup l(γxk ) ≤ l(γx) by theorem 2.4.
If b = +∞ since γ˜x is future inextendible and γx = γ˜x|[0,+∞) then γx is
future inextendible. An analogous argument holds for γz, which can be
written γz = γ˜z|(−∞,0], where γ˜z is past inextendible. Let tx ∈ [0,+∞),
tz ∈ (−∞, 0], there is a constant K > 0 such that for k > K, bk > tx− tz,
thus γzk(t
z) = γxk (t
z + bk) ≥ γxk (tx), in particular passing to the limit
k → +∞, and using the pointwise convergence
(γx(tx), γz(tz)) ∈ J¯+. (2)
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If γx is not a lightlike ray then there is t ∈ [0,+∞) such that γx(t) ∈
I+(x), but then for every t′ ∈ (−∞, 0], (γx(t), γz(t′)) ∈ J¯+, and since
I+(x) is open, γz(t′) ∈ J¯+(x), and analogously in the other case. Finally,
consider the case in which neither γx nor γz are lightlike lines. There
are tx ∈ [0,+∞) and tz ∈ (−∞, 0] such that x¯ = γx(tx) ∈ I+(x) and
z¯ = γz(tz) ∈ I−(z), thus since (x¯, z¯) ∈ J¯+ and I+ is open, z ∈ I+(x).
It is clear that if xn = x and zn = z, d(x, z) ≥ lim sup l(γxk ). The case
in which xn = x and γ
z is not a lightlike ray or the case in which γx
is not a lightlike ray and zn = z is simpler than the last case in which
both γx and γz are not lightlike rays. I am going to give the proof of
d(x, z) ≥ lim sup l(γxk ) in this last case. Define x¯k = γxk (tx), z¯k = γzk(tz).
For large enough k, x¯k ∈ I+(x), z¯k ∈ I−(z) and x¯k ≤ z¯k. The re-
verse triangle inequality gives d(x, z) ≥ d(x, x¯k) + d(x¯k, z¯k) + d(z¯k, z). If
d(x, z) = +∞ the inequality d(x, z) ≥ lim sup l(γxk ) is obvious. Assume
d(x, z) < +∞, then for sufficiently large k, d(x, x¯k) < +∞, d(x¯k, z¯k) <
+∞ and d(z¯k, z) < +∞. By the lower semi-continuity of the distance,
d(x, x¯) < +∞ otherwise lim inf d(x, x¯k) = +∞ and hence d(x, z) = +∞.
Analogously, it is also d(z¯, z) < +∞. Note that
d(x¯k, z¯k) ≥ l(γxk |[tx,tz+bk]) = l(γxk )− l(γxk |[0,tx])− l(γxk |[tz+bk,bk])
= l(γxk )− l(γxk |[0,tx])− l(γzk |[tz,0]).
Given ǫ > 0, use the uniform convergence on compact subsets of γxk and
γzk , the upper semi-continuity of the length functional, and the lower semi-
continuity of the distance to obtain for sufficiently large k
l(γxk |[0,tx]) ≤ l(γx|[0,tx]) + ǫ ≤ d(x, x¯) + ǫ ≤ d(x, x¯k) + 2ǫ,
l(γzk|[tz ,0]) ≤ l(γz|[tz,0]) + ǫ ≤ d(z¯, z) + ǫ ≤ d(z¯k, z) + 2ǫ.
Putting everything together gives d(x, z) ≥ l(γxk ) − 4ǫ. Taking the lim-
sup and using the the arbitrariness of ǫ, d(x, z) ≥ lim sup l(γxk ). If the
spacetime is non-total imprisoning and b = +∞ then the future inex-
tendible curve γx escapes every compact and thus the curves γn can’t all
be contained in a compact.
Assume that γk are not entirely contained in a compact then since γ
x
k (0)→
x, there must be a subsequence whose h-length goes to infinity thus it can’t
be bk → b < +∞, and hence b = +∞. If l(γn)→ +∞ then l(γxk )→ +∞
and b = +∞ follows from point (ii) of lemma 2.15.
If x = z and b = +∞ then γ = γx ◦ γz : (−∞,+∞) → M is clearly
inextendible and it is a limit curve of γn because both γ
x and γz are limit
curves. Given t1, t2 ∈ R, let x˜ = γ(t1) and z˜ = γ(t2). If t1 ≤ t2, clearly
(x˜, z˜) ∈ J+ ⊂ J¯+. If t1 > t2, t1 ≥ 0 and t2 ≤ 0 then x˜ ∈ γx, z˜ ∈ γz, and
it has been already established that (x˜, z˜) ∈ J¯+. There remain the cases
t1 > t2, t1, t2 ≤ 0 and t1 > t2, t1, t2 ≥ 0. I consider the former case the
other being similar. Take t′1 > 0, x˜
′ = γ(t′1), so that (x˜
′, z˜) ∈ J¯+. For
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every w ∈ I−(x˜), since (x˜, x˜′) ∈ J+, it is (w, x˜′) ∈ I+, but I+ is open, thus
z˜ ∈ J¯+(w) and since w can be taken arbitrarily close to x˜, (x˜, z˜) ∈ J¯+.
In particular, given x˜ ∈ γ, take z˜ ∈ γ, z˜ 6= x˜, such that (x˜, z˜) ∈ J+, but
then it is also (z˜, x˜) ∈ J¯+ which implies that strong causality does not
hold at x˜ (see, for instance, theorem 3.4 of [9]).
If γ is not a lightlike line then there are tz ∈ (−∞, 0] and tx ∈ [0,+∞)
such that γ(tz)≪ γ(tx), which reads γz(tz)≪ γx(tx) and for sufficiently
large k, γzk(t
z) ≪ γxk (tx). It has been proved that for k > K(tx, tz),
it is bk > t
x − tz. Consider the continuous causal curve γxk |[tx,tz+bk] of
endpoints γxk (t
x) and γxk (t
z + bk) = γ
z
k(t
z). Clearly, y = γxk (t
x + bk/2) is
such that y ≪ y which is impossible if the curves γxk do not intersect the
chronology violating set of (M, g).
If b < +∞ then γx : [0, b] → M , is such that γx(0) = γx(b) thus making
infinite rounds over γx it is possible to obtain an inextendible continuous
causal curve γ passing infinitely often through x. If γ is not a lightlike
line then it is contained in the chronology violating se by theorem 2.16.
If γn is limit maximizing then γ
x
k and γ
z
k are limit maximizing and thus γ
x
and γz are maximizing (theorem 2.13). If b = +∞, by the same theorem,
given tx ∈ [0,+∞) and tz ∈ (−∞, 0]
lim
k→+∞
l(γxk |[0,tx]) = l(γx|[0,tx]),
lim
k→+∞
l(γzk|[tz,0]) = l(γz|[tz,0]).
Thus given ǫ > 0, it is for sufficiently large k,
l(γx|[0,tx]) + l(γz|[tz,0]) ≤ l(γxk |[0,tx]) + l(γzk |[tz,0]) + ǫ.
Note that γzk |[tz,0] is a reparameterization of γxk |[tz+bk,bk]. But for suffi-
ciently large k, bk > t
x − tz and thus [0, tx] ∩ [tz + bk, bk] = ∅. As a
consequence, l(γxk |[0,tx]) + l(γzk|[tz,0]) ≤ l(γxk ), and taking the limit
l(γx|[0,tx]) + l(γz|[tz,0]) ≤ lim sup l(γn) + ǫ
From the arbitrariness of tx, ty and ǫ the thesis follows. The last statement
is obvious.
• Proof of (3). If lim inf(bn − an) > 0 it is possible to find a subsequence
γi such that lim(bi − ai) exists and is greater than zero. The subsequence
can be chosen so that γi(t
(1)
i ) → y(1) for suitable t(1)i ∈ [ai, bi]. It is also
possible to assume that lim(ai − t(1)i ) and lim(bi − t(1)i ) exist (otherwise
pass to another subsequence denoted in the same way). Extend arbitrarily
the curves to get inextendible continuous causal curves γ˜i. Translate their
domain to get a sequence γ˜
(1)
i (t) = γ˜i(t + t
(1)
i ) and apply the limit curve
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lemma to infer the existence of γ˜(1) to which a subsequence γ˜
(1)
k(1)
of γ˜
(1)
i
converges uniformly on compact subsets. Define
γ(1) = γ˜(1)|
[lim(a
k
(1)−t
(1)
k
(1)
),lim(b
k
(1)−t
(1)
k
(1)
)]
,
then the sequence γ
(1)
k(1)
(t) = γk(1)(t + t
(1)
k(1)
) obtained translating the do-
mains of the subsequence γk(1) of γn, converges h-uniformly on compact
subsets to γ(1). Note that since γi(t
(1)
i )→ y(1) it is γk(1)(t(1)k(1) )→ y(1).
Repeat the argument for y(2), but this time starting from γk(1) instead
from γn. The result is the existence of a subsequence γk(2) of γk(1) , and
of a sequence t
(2)
k(2)
∈ [ak(2) , bk(2) ] such that the limits lim(ak(2) − t(2)k(2) ),
lim(bk(2) − t(2)k(2) ) exist, γk(2)(t
(2)
k(2)
)→ y(2), and the translated subsequence
γ
(2)
k(2)
(t) = γk(2)(t + t
(2)
k(2)
) converges h-uniformly on compact subsets to a
continuous causal curve γ(2) of domain [lim(ak(2)− t(2)k(2)), lim(bk(2) − t
(2)
k(2)
)].
Continue in this way for every (i) so as to obtain a sequence of subse-
quences of γn: γk(1) , γk(2) , . . . with analogous properties. Apply a Cantor
diagonal process, namely, construct the new sequence γk as follows. De-
fine γ1 to be the first curve of γk(1) , define γ2 to be the second curve of
γk(2) , and so on. In this way γk is a subsequence of γk(i) for every (i).
All the other statements of case (3) have analogous proofs in (1) or
(2). For instance, the inequality
∑∞
i l(γ
(i)) ≤ lim sup l(γn), follows from∑N
i l(γ
(i)) ≤ lim sup l(γn) which is proved in a way completely analogous
to case (2). In the last step the arbitrariness of N is used.
4 Some consequences
In this section some unpublished consequences of the limit curve theorem are
explored.
Remark 4.1. Observe that given a causal curve γ : I → M the function
s(t1, t2) = d(γ(t1), γ(t2)) − l(γ|[t1,t2]), s : I × I → R, is, by the reverse tri-
angle inequality, non-decreasing in t2 and non-increasing in t1 and it is lower
semi-continuous in t1 and t2. As a consequence if s(t1, t2) > 0 then the same
is true in a neighborhood of (t1, t2) ∈ I × I. In particular if γ is maximizing in
(a′, b′) ⊂ I, then there is a (non unique) closed maximal interval [a, b] ⊃ (a′, b′)
in which γ is maximizing (a and b can be infinite). Therefore it is natural to
assume that the domain of definition of a maximizing causal curve is a closed
set. Indeed, if not it can be prolonged as a geodesic to get a maximizing causal
curve defined on a closed set.
Newman [13] [3, Prop. 4.40] proved that given a maximizing timelike seg-
ment c : [a, b] → M , the spacetime (M, g) is strongly causal at (a, b). Here a
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short proof is given. Moreover, the result is extended to maximizing lightlike
segments.
A lemma is needed (it generalizes [3, Lemma 4.38])
Lemma 4.2. Let c : [a, b]→M be a maximizing causal curve on the spacetime
(M, g), then either causality holds at c(t) for every t ∈ [a, b] or c can be obtained
from the domain restriction of a closed lightlike line γ (closed here means that
there are t1 and t2 in the domain of γ such that γ(t1) = γ(t2) and γ
′(t1) ∝
γ′(t2)).
Proof. Assume causality does not hold at x = c(t), t ∈ [a, b], then there is z such
that x < z < x. Let η1 : [d, e] → M be the causal curve connecting x to z and
let η2 : [e, f ] → M be the causal curve connecting z to x. Define η = η2 ◦ η1.
Since c is maximizing, x /∈ I+(x), and thus the causal curve η : [d, f ] → M
which connects x to z and then z to x is a maximizing lightlike geodesic (see
theorem 2.16) with η′(d) ∝ η′(f). Assume that η′(d) is not proportional to
c′(t). If t 6= a it is d(c(a), z) > l(c|[a,t]) because η1 ◦ c|[a,t] connects c(a) to z
and has length l(c|[a,t]) but it is not a geodesic and hence it is not maximizing.
If t 6= b it is d(z, c(b)) > l(c|[t,b]) because c|[t,b] ◦ η2 connects z to c(b) and has
length l(c|[t,b]) but it is not a geodesic and hence it is not maximizing. For every
t ∈ [a, b]
d(c(a), c(b)) ≥ d(c(a), z) + d(z, c(b)) > l(c|[a,t]) + l(c|[t,b]) = l(c)
and c would not be maximizing. Thus η′(d) ( = η′(f)) is proportional to c′(t)
which implies that making many rounds over η a inextendible maximizing curve
γ can be obtained. It also implies, since the solution to the geodesic equation
is unique, that c is obtained from the suitably parametrized curve γ through a
restriction of its domain.
Theorem 4.3. Let c : [a, b]→M be a maximizing causal curve on the spacetime
(M, g), then there are the following possibilities
(i) c is timelike and (M, g) is strongly causal at c(t) for every t ∈ (a, b).
(ii) c is lightlike and one of the following possibilities holds
1. (M, g) is strongly causal at c(t) for every t ∈ (a, b).
2. Strong causality is violated at every point of c, and given t1, t2 ∈ [a, b],
t1 < t2, it is (c(t2), c(t1)) ∈ J¯+.
3. c intersects the closure of the chronology violating set at some point
x = c(t), t ∈ (a, b). Moreover, all the points in c((a, b)) at which
strong causality is violated belong to the closure of the chronology
violating set. In particular, (M, g) is not chronological.
Proof. Assume that strong causality fails at some point x = c(t), t ∈ (a, b),
otherwise (i) or (ii1) hold. I am going to show that case (ii2) applies or x
belongs to the closure of the chronology violating set.
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Since strong causality fails at x there is a neighborhood U ∋ x, and a se-
quence of causal curves γn not entirely contained in U and respectively of end-
points xn, zn, xn < zn, xn, zn → x. Consider the limit curve theorem, case (2).
If the two limit curves γx and γz are one the reparameterization of the other,
then there is a closed causal curve starting and ending at x, which implies by
lemma 4.2 that c is lightlike and can be prolonged to a closed lightlike line, in
particular (ii2) is verified. If the two limit curves γx and γz are not one the
reparameterization of each other then γ = γx ◦ γz is a inextendible continuous
causal curve.
The curve c is either lightlike or timelike. Let me consider for a moment the
former case. If there is some point y ∈ γx∩I+(x), then since (y, x) ∈ J¯+ by the
limit curve theorem, case (2), it is possible to construct a closed timelike curve
passing arbitrarily close to x. Thus if γx is not a lightlike ray then x belongs
to the closure of the chronology violating set (that is point 3 of the theorem).
The same conclusion holds if γz is not a lightlike ray. If both γx and γz are
lightlike rays but they are not tangent at x then rounding the corner at x and
using again the fact that for every q ∈ γx and p ∈ γz, (q, p) ∈ J¯+ it is possible
to construct a closed timelike curve passing arbitrary close to x. Thus again
point 3 of the theorem holds. There remains the possibility in which γx and γz
are both lightlike rays tangent at x so that γ is a inextendible lightlike geodesic
(not necessarily a line). If γ and c are tangent at x then c is a segment of γ
and recalling the properties of γ given by the limit curve theorem, case (2), it
follows that point (ii2) of this theorem holds.
There remain two possibilities: (a) c lightlike and γ is a inextendible light-
like geodesic not tangent to c at x and (b) c timelike and γ is a inextendible
continuous causal curve passing through x. Now the argument is the same for
both cases.
Take x¯ ∈ γx\{x} and z¯ ∈ γz\{x}. By the limit curve theorem, case (2),
(x¯, z¯) ∈ J¯+. We are going to prove that d(c(a), x¯) > l(c|[a,t]) and in particular
(c(a), x¯) ∈ I+. The inequality has a different proof if c is lightlike or timelike.
If c is lightlike the causal curve which connects c(a) to x along c and then x
to x¯ along γ is not a geodesic (because they are not tangent at x and hence
there is a corner between the two segments), thus it is not maximizing, but it
has length l(c|[a,t]) and hence d(c(a), x¯) ≥ l(c|[a,t]) + δx for a certain δx > 0. If
c is timelike the argument goes as with c lightlike but one has to consider also
the possibility that the segment of γ from x to x¯ could be a timelike geodesic
prolongation of c. However, in this case the same segment would have length
greater than zero and hence again d(c(a), x¯) ≥ l(c|[a,t]) + δx. An analogous
argument gives d(z¯, c(b)) ≥ l(c|[t,b]) + δz and (z¯, c(b)) ∈ I+. The Lorentzian
distance is lower semi-continuous thus given ǫ > 0, such that d(c(a), x¯)− ǫ > 0
and d(z¯, c(b)) − ǫ > 0, there is a neighborhood U ∋ x¯ such that d(c(a), x′) ≥
d(c(a), x¯)− ǫ > 0 for x′ ∈ U . Analogously, there is a neighborhood V ∋ z¯ such
that d(z′, c(b)) ≥ d(z¯, c(b)) − ǫ > 0 for z′ ∈ V . But (x¯, z¯) ∈ J¯+ and thus there
is a choice of x′ ∈ U , z′ ∈ V such that (x′, z′) ∈ J+. The reverse triangle
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inequality for c(a) < x′ < z′ < c(b) gives
d(c(a), c(b)) ≥ d(c(a), x′)+d(z′, c(b)) ≥ d(c(a), x¯)+d(z¯, c(b))−2ǫ ≥ l(c)+δx+δz−2ǫ.
Since ǫ is arbitrary d(c(a), c(b)) ≥ l(c) + δx + δz, and finally d(c(a), c(b)) > l(c).
The contradiction proves that none of the two cases (a) and (b) applies.
The previous theorem case (ii) in short states that outside the closure of
the chronology violating set, the maximizing lightlike segments propagate the
property of strong causality. The next result will plays role in the study of
totally imprisoned curves [11].
PSfrag replacements γ1
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Figure 1: A non-totally vicious non-chronological spacetime obtained from
Minkowski spacetime by removing two spacelike segments and by identifying
two lines as displayed. If the gap is large enough there is only one compo-
nent of the chronology violating set and no lightlike line though γ1 and γ2 are
inextendible lightlike geodesics. If the gap is small enough there are two com-
ponents, the interxection of their boundaries being the event x. The curves γ1
and γ2 are in this case lightlike lines as expected from theorem 4.5
Theorem 4.4. Let γ1 : R→ M and γ2 : R →M be two distinct lightlike lines
which intersect at a event x, and assume that neither γ1 nor γ2 intersect the
closure of the chronology violating set, then strong causality holds at every point
of γ1 and γ2.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume γ1(0) = γ2(0) = x. By theorem 4.3
either strong causality is satisfied at x and hence it is satisfied at every point of
γ1 and γ2 or it is not satisfied at x and hence it fails at every point of γ1 and γ2
(case (ii3) of theorem 4.3 can not hold in this case otherwise x would belong to
the closure of the chronology violating set). In the latter case, split γ1 in two
parts γ+1 : [0,+∞)→M , and γ−1 : (−∞, 0]→M and do the same with γ2. By
the same theorem for every ǫ > 0, defined x+1 = γ1(ǫ), x
−
1 = γ1(−ǫ), x+2 = γ2(ǫ),
x−2 = γ2(−ǫ), it is (x+2 , x−2 ) ∈ J¯+.
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Since the lines are distinct it is possible to round the corner at x of γ+2 ◦ γ−1 ,
and it is possible to do the same for γ+1 ◦ γ−2 . As a result, (x−1 , x+2 ) ∈ I+ and
(x−2 , x
+
1 ) ∈ I+, and using the fact that I+ is open it follows that (x−1 , x+1 ) ∈ I+,
a contradiction since γ1 is a line.
Clearly, the previous theorem holds even if the the lightlike lines are replaced
with lightlike maximizing segments which intersect at a event which corresponds
to parameter values which stay in the interior of their respective domains.
It is well known since the work of Brandon Carter that the chronology vio-
lating set is the union of open components, where two points p and q belong to
the same component whenever p≪ q ≪ p. In some cases the boundaries of the
components may intersect (see figure 1).
Theorem 4.5. Let B1 = C˙1 and B2 = C˙2 where C1 and C2 are distinct compo-
nents of the chronology violating set of (M, g). Through every point of B1 ∩B2
(which may be empty) there passes a lightlike line entirely contained in B1∪B2.
In particular a spacetime without lightlike lines has a chronology violating set
with components having disjoint closures.
Proof. Assume that x ∈ B1 ∩ B2, and let γ(1)n be a sequence of closed timelike
curves of starting point and ending point x
(1)
n , x
(1)
n ∈ C1 and x(1)n → x (thus
γ
(1)
n are contained in C1). Analogously, let γ
(2)
n be a sequence of closed timelike
curves of starting point and ending point x
(2)
n , x
(2)
n ∈ C2 and x(2)n → x (thus
γ
(2)
n are contained in C2). Apply the limit curve theorem case (2) to γ
(1)
n with
z = x. If b < +∞ then γ(1)x is a closed causal curve, it must be achronal since if
p, q ∈ γ(1)x, p≪ q, then x ≤ p≪ q ≤ x and hence x≪ x which implies x ∈ C1
a contradiction. Thus γ(1)x is a geodesic with no discontinuity in the tangent
vectors at x. It can be extended to a lightlike line γ by making infinite rounds
over γ(1)x. Moreover, note that γ(1)x can’t have any point p in C1 otherwise
x ≤ p≪ p ≤ x and again x≪ x, x ∈ C1, a contradiction, thus γ ⊂ C˙1.
It remains to consider the case in which the limit curve theorem case (2)
applies to γ
(1)
n and γ
(2)
n with b = +∞. With the notations of the limit curve
theorem, there are future inextendible continuous causal curves γ(1)x ⊂ C¯1,
γ(2)x ⊂ C¯2 and past inextendible continuous causal curves γ(1)z ⊂ C¯1, γ(2)z ⊂
C¯2. Assume that neither γ
(21) = γ(1)x ◦ γ(2)z nor γ(12) = γ(2)x ◦ γ(1)z are
lightlike lines. There are points z¯(2) ∈ γ(2)z, x¯(1) ∈ γ(1)x, z¯(2) ≪ x¯(1), and
z¯(1) ∈ γ(1)z, x¯(2) ∈ γ(2)x, z¯(1) ≪ x¯(2). Since I+ is open there are open sets
V (2) ∋ z¯(2), U (1) ∋ x¯(1), V (1) ∋ z¯(1) and U (2) ∋ x¯(2) such that V (2)×U (1) ⊂ I+,
V (1)×U (2) ⊂ I+. But (U (1)∩C1)×(V (1)∩C1) ⊂ I+ because any two points of C1
are chronologically related. Analogously, (U (2) ∩C2)× (V (2) ∩C2) ⊂ I+. These
relations prove that it is possible to find two points p ∈ C1 and q ∈ C2 such that
p ≪ q ≪ p and thus the two components would coincide. The contradiction
proves that γ(21) or γ(12) is a lightlike line. Assume it is the former the latter
case being analogous. The curve γ(1)x can’t intersect C1 otherwise taken any
two points of γ(1)x in C1 they would be chronologically related in contradiction
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with the achronality of γ(21). Thus γ(1)x ⊂ C˙1 and analogously, γ(2)z ⊂ C˙2, in
conclusion γ(21) ⊂ B1 ∪B2.
5 Conclusions
In the first sections of this work the topic of limit curve theorems in Lorentzian
geometry has been reviewed. Since the aim was the formulation of a limit curve
theorem which holds even in the case of curves with endpoints, the definition
of uniform convergence on compact subsets has been generalized to the case in
which the converging curves do not have the same domain of definition.
The upper semi-continuity of the length functional has been given a new
proof which is suitable to this generalized circumstance (theorem 2.4). It avoids
any mention to the property of strong causality while it replaces C0 convergence
with uniform converge.
The notion of limit maximizing sequence has been generalized to the case
of curves without endpoints, as well as the theorem that the uniform limit of a
limit maximizing sequence is a maximizing curve (theorem 2.13).
The central result of the work, theorem 3.1, is separated into three parts.
Point (1) gives the generalization of Beem et al. limit curve lemma to the
case of curves with endpoints, with a few more observations which are helpful
in order to establish whether the limit curve is inextendible or not. Thanks
to the fact that it holds for curves with endpoints, it can be used to construct
limit maximizing sequences where one or both endpoints go to infinity. Thus
it is useful in order to establish the existence of lines or rays passing through a
point.
Point (2) focuses on the case in which there have been given, since the begin-
ning, two limit events x and z and not only one as in (1). This case is very useful
in applications, especially when it comes to prove the connectedness of space-
time through maximizing geodesics or similar results. It also becomes specially
interesting when x and z coincide. In this case it provides information on the
existence of lightlike lines given suitable causality violations on the spacetime.
I will consider these aspects in a related work . If the sequence of curves is limit
maximizing, point (2) gives a bound to the sum of the lengths of the two limit
curves, generalizing a key observation by Newman [13].
Point (3) focuses on a very general case in which the limit points given in
the beginning can be infinite but numerable. In this case it is proved that
through each one of them there passes a uniform limit curve and in case of a
limit maximizing sequence, an upper bound to the sum of their lengths has been
given.
Some consequences of the limit curve theorem have been considered in the
last sections. It has been proved for instance that in chronological spacetimes
the maximizing lightlike segments defined over open intervals are such that
strong causality either is everywhere violated or everywhere verified over the
curve (theorem 4.3). A consequence is that if in a chronological spacetime two
distinct lightlike lines intersect each other then strong causality holds at the
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points of their union (theorem 4.4).
Finally, the last result has been the proof that any spacetime without light-
like lines has a chronology violating set such that the closures of its components
are disjoint.
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